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Today, I would like to greet you all, my friends. Our WeSeekToServe 
readership has proven to be true and interested. I, like my fellow Earth 

Advisors, treasure and appreciate your interest. We feel the connection 
between us growing.  

 
Today, I would like to speak of connections. Interconnections, that is. Many 

of you know how situations in your everyday life that seem totally 
unconnected to something else happening far away can well have an impact 

one on the other, are intertwined, in fact interconnect.  

 
For example, if you take an earthquake, the waves of the resulting tsunami 

can reach many hundreds of miles beyond. It is the same with our brain 
waves and our thoughts. When you think positively of somebody far away, 

these thoughts travel and may reach that person telepathically. Have you 
not had a situation where you think of someone and that other person picks 

up the phone and calls you shortly after, or you hear from them in some 
other way? 

 
Everything in this earthly realm and beyond is interconnected. Your world, 

our world, the animal world, the plant and mineral worlds, the vast universe 
are all joined. What would be more logical than to join hands to make this 

world a better place? 
 

You may think you have your own life that nobody is concerned about. Well, 

in fact, many from our realms and many in yours are very concerned about 
your personal well-being and your life, just as you are concerned about the 

lives of your loved ones.  
 

Since everything is interconnected, we would like to encourage you to be 
more concerned about the other worlds around you. Nature, the 

environment, wildlife, the animal kingdom, they all need to be taken care of 
if we want to preserve this Earth for future generations. 

 
The change that our worlds are going through is felt equally by all. So we 

should join hands in helping one another go through the tremors, the 
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unknowns and the disturbances until we all reach a brighter time when we 

start to feel comfortable with the new situation, the new state of 
consciousness.  

 
What can I do to assist in this, you may ask? Delve into the connectedness. 

Feel the presence and needs of the beings and environment surrounding 
you, from whatever realms they may be. Lend a hand. Go green. Be open to 

change and comfort those less comfortable with it. Lend your voice to those 
who don’t have a loud and obvious one. Stand up for them. Educate others 

on the connectedness of all beings and the fact that none of us can exist 
without the others.  

 
We Earth Advisors are here for the same reason, to assist and comfort, to 

light the path and hand over our wisdom to you. You can do the same for 
those less knowing and those feeling less connected. You will also encounter 

people ignorant of the needs of others. Help them see. Be their teacher. 

 
We salute you in your invaluable endeavors to assist us and this, our shared 

world. Call upon us anytime to assist you. Together we will be able to grow 
and reach a harmonious state.  

 
Thank you. 

 
 

Lord Tabor*

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
                                                           
*Open Forum offers the panelists who participate in MasterSpeak Panel Discussions a place 

to speak on the topic of their choice. For more information about MasterSpeak Panel 

Discussions, Open Forum and Focused Themes, visit WeSeekToServe.com.                                                      
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